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INTRODUCTION
Our datasets (downloaded from Kaggle) are from the National Park Service and are titled “Biodiversity in 
National Parks”. One dataset contains information on National Parks including park name, acreage, 
latitude and longitude.  The second dataset contains information for species within these National Parks, 
including species category, abundance and conservation status.  The following table describes all the 
variables found in the two datasets; the bolded variables became the focus of our analysis. 

National Parks 

(56 rows) 

● Park Code - nominal

● Park Name - nominal

● State - nominal

● Acres - interval

● Latitude - geographic

● Longitude - geographic

Species within National Parks 

(119,248 rows) 

● Species ID - identifier

● Park Name - nominal

● Category - nominal

● Order - nominal

● Family - nominal

● Scientific Name - nominal

● Common Names - nominal

● Record Status - nominal (Approve, In

Review, etc.)

● Occurrence - nominal (Present, Not

Confirmed, etc.)

● Nativeness - nominal (Native, Not Native,

etc.)

● Abundance - nominal (Rare, Common,

etc.)

● Seasonality - nominal (Migratory,

Breeder, etc.)

● Conservation Status - nominal

(Endangered, In Recovery, etc.)

To quickly summarize our variables, we have 56 National Parks, 14 categories of species, 5 types of 
abundance, and 8 levels of conservation status. 

We did experience some issues with our datasets, including a major issue where some of the data was 
offset by a column because of incorrectly handled quotation marks. 

We also quickly realized that we needed to introduce a new variable into the dataset, because it would 
be difficult to fit 56 parks into a single visualization (outside of a map).  To handle this, we added 
another nominal variable called Region into the National Parks dataset. This gave us the freedom to 
bucket National Parks into like-minded groups to compare instead of evaluating them individually. 

We began exploring the data in a number of ways: we mapped counts, we investigated hierarchies, 
acreage, and explored correlations and comparisons among species, regions, and endangered status. 
From these explorations we gained a sense of what stood out: we discovered which regions had the 
most biodiversity and acreage, and were able to compare these findings against other counts including 
endangered species status. The focus of biodiversity and endangerment from initial evaluations of the 
data became the focus of the story we wanted to tell and an area of focus for our exploratory analysis.  



 

EXPLORATORY ANALYSIS 
As mentioned in the introduction, we knew we needed to add Region into our dataset, and so we 
started with a simple 5 region setup - MidWest, Northeast, Southeast, Southwest, West.  However, the 
West region contained too much of the data, which caused us to rethink the regions.  The chart below 
from our exploratory analysis shows both the problem with trying to display data for 56 parks (almost 
unreadable) and the problem with the West region (too many parks to display, too much data for one 
region). 

 

 

 

So we researched different sets of regions, and settled on the following climatic regions from the U.S. 
Department of the Interior Science Center. While there were still certain regions that were larger than 
others, the split was much more manageable and the dominance of these specific regions was more a 
reflection of reality. Below are the eight final regions we selected along with a map showing the split: 

● Northwest 
● Southwest 
● North Central 
● South Central 
● Northeast 
● Southeast 
● Alaska 
● Pacific Islands 

 

 

 

 



 

Our exploratory analysis included bar charts, contingency tables, box plots, heat maps, tree maps and 
bubble charts for a range of variables within the datasets.  We have included a few of them below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our exploratory analysis also included looking for correlation and significance to find meaningful 
relationships between region and other categorical variables such as Category, Abundance, 
Conservation Status, Plants vs. Animals and Nativeness. All variables were first converted to numbers 
depending on how many distinct values were in a column and then run as a correlation test using R. The 
variables Nativeness and Abundance are most correlated at .44.   

We have included two of our results below: 

 

 



 

VISUALIZATIONS 

VISUALIZATION #1 - MAP (page 8) 

As our data set focused on the United States national parks, the goal of our first visualization is 
to help show the scale of each national park in terms of acreage size and location.  We also use this 
visualization to introduce our selected regions as they are used in the subsequent visualizations. The 
map in this visualization shows how each region looks in terms of total size and total number of parks.  

Each national park represents a specific location in the United States so using a symbol map to 
show the location of each park was the best choice for this visualization. The dataset provided longitude 
and latitude values which made it easy to map locations. Each node represents an individual park and 
the relative size of the node encodes the acreage size of that park. It is apparent from the map that the 
Alaskan region is home to the largest parks in terms of acreage. To further emphasize this point, a 
horizontal bar chart was included in the bottom right corner of the visualization to quantify just how 
much larger this region is.  

To create this visualization in Tableau, several design considerations were applied in order to 
most effectively emphasize the information we wanted to display. To start, each region was assigned a 
specific color and this color was applied to the node for each park to illustrate which region that park fell 
into. Not only does this color palette remain consistent in this visualization among both the map and bar 
chart, but it’s a color palette that also carries over to our other visualizations (see visualization #2). As 
previously mentioned, the size of each national park node represents the acreage size of that park. 
There is a large differential in park size as some are much larger than others. The node size was scaled to 
allow each park to be seen while still making sure that the larger parks did not take focus entirely away 
from the others. Finally, the layout of the map was adjusted using Photoshop to bring Alaska and Hawaii 
closer to the mainland U.S. This allowed us to condense the overall size of our visualization and zoom in 
closer to the data. 

There were a couple key conclusions from this visualization that helped influence future 
visualizations. In terms of overall acreage, the Alaskan region is home to some of the largest parks and is 
covers three times as much land area as the highest park. Next, most of the national parks are situated 
in the western part of the United States, specifically in the Southwest region. The commanding presence 
of the parks in the Southwest region influenced the overall story in what we wanted to tell from the 
data and this dominance is a consistent theme we saw in our remaining final visualizations. 

 Given more time, it would have been interesting to see if deeper level of analysis could have 
been added without cluttering the overall image. We experimented with adding percentage of 
conservation for each park with color encoding instead of region. However, we found that this diverted 
away from our overall story as the goal of this first visualization was meant as a top-level introduction to 
the national parks and both location and size are the best way to do this. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 



VISUALIZATION #2 - SUNBURST (pages 10 and 11) 

The goal of our second visualization was to introduce the species Category variable and highlight the 
dominance of the Southwest region in terms of having the highest count of species overall as well as for 
individual categories of species. 

Exploratory bar charts, box plots, and contingency tables showed clearly the trend towards the 
Southwest region, so we knew this was a great way to continue our story.  We first tried hierarchical bar 
charts and TreeMaps to show this hierarchical data, but with 8 regions and 14 categories, the 
visualizations were hard to read and didn’t quite work for our message. 

We switched gears towards a Sunburst chart, which could allow for both a quick overview of the 
hierarchy and a deep dive into the data, and our first attempt included 3 levels with 3 variables - Region, 
National Park, and Category.  However, this had too much information and was hard to read, so we 
scaled back to just Region and Category.  Link to first attempt Sunburst 

While only mapping two nominal variables (Region and Category), our final Sunburst chart holds a lot of 
data, because in one visualization we are showing all 119K rows of data for one variable, in easy to read 
chunks. 

The design criteria we used here included matching the Region colors from the first visualization, fading 
the colors of the outer ring so that the first ring of Regions is the focus, sorting the inner Region ring 
alphabetically and sorting the outer Category ring by count. 

R was used to both manipulate the data into the right format and also create the chart (please see 
Appendix A for the code).  We exported a PDF file and an HTML file out of RStudio.  The PDF file was 
edited using Photoshop/Illustrator, and the HTML file was edited by hand to match, as closely as 
possible, the PDF. 

This Sunburst chart is also interactive and provides more detail upon hovering, specifically the counts of 
species in both the Regions and Categories. 

Link to final interactive Sunburst 

http://biggerskykids.org/Sunburst.html
http://biggerskykids.org/SunburstRegionCategory.html


14 Categories of Species Found within our National Parks
The Southwest region has species in all 14 categories, and also has the largest count of different types of species.

Categories

Algae

Amphibian

Bird

Crab/Lobster/Shrimp

Fish

Fungi

Insect

Invertebrate

Mammal

Nonvascular Plant

Reptile

Slug/Snail

Spider/Scorpion

Vascular Plant

Southwest

Southeast

South
Central

Pacific
Islands

Northwest

Northeast

North
Central

Alaska



user is hovering over this big green spot

and data shows up in the center

This sunburst visualization is interactive and available as a webpage.  The user can hover over 
every section of the sunburst and see related data in the center of the circle (see below).



 

VISUALIZATION #3 - MOSAIC PLOT (page 12) 

The goal of our third visualization was to introduce the Conservation Status variable, and once again 
highlight the dominance of the Southwest region in terms of having the highest overall count of species 
with a Conservation Status. 

Exploratory bar charts, box plots, contingency tables showed clearly the trend towards the Southwest 
region, so we knew this was, once again, a great way to continue our story.  We first tried hierarchical 
bar charts, TreeMaps and Bubble charts to show this hierarchical data, but with 8 regions and 8 types of 
conservation, the visualizations were hard to read and didn’t quite work for our message.  Also, the 
Sunburst chart would not be as effective in this case because it is only a small subset of the 119K rows. 

We ran some Chi-Squared tests on the data, and did find a statistically significant relationship between 
the Pacific Islands region and the Endangered conservation status, so we switched gears towards a 
Mosaic Plot, which could both show an overview of these 2 variables (Region and Conservation Status) 
and highlight relationships between them.  The Mosaic Plot is also perfect for hierarchical and 
categorical data, which we have.  We were pleased with the result because not only did it highlight our 
finding, but it still confirmed the dominance of the Southwest region overall. 

The design criteria we used here included sorting the spines by count, sorting the colored pieces 
alphabetically but in reverse, and using a diverging color palette as opposed to a qualitative color 
palette.  The thought behind this decision on the color palette was to highlight the difference between a 
species that is actually Endangered as opposed to just being Under Review.  There is a sort of order and 
diverging meaning between the different types of Conservation Status.  This of course, means we should 
have really thought about the order of the colors (instead of relying on alphabetical), so we would want 
to work on that given more time. 

Excel was used to manipulate the data into a pivot table of counts, and R was used to create the chart 
(please see Appendix A for the code).  We exported a PDF file from RStudio and edited it in Illustrator. 

Given more time we would like to incorporate a deeper level of information here, including, but not 
limited to, the counts associated with the colored blocks.  Perhaps even an interactive version that 
would allow you to dive even deeper into the information by selecting a colored block and a new vis 
would be displayed with information on which parks/categories/species are involved in that block’s 
count. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Conservation Status

Under Review

Threatened

Species of Concern

Proposed Threatened

Proposed Endangered

In Recovery

Extinct

Endangered

The Southwest region has the highest overall count of species with a Conservation Status, and the highest 
overall count of species on the Endangered list.  The Pacific Islands have the highest percentage of species 
on both the Endangered and Proposed Endangered list.

Wildlife Conservation within our National Parks

Southwest Northwest Southeast
North

Central Northeast
South

Central Alaska
Pacific
Islands



VISUALIZATION #4 - HEAT MAP (page 15) 

The fourth visualization highlights Endangered Species. It drills down on the information shown in the 
third visualization by defining Endangered Status by Category and Region. It is clear here that the 
Vascular Plant category in the Pacific region has the highest count of Endangered Species. The heat map 
also shows which categories have an endangered status across each Region. While the Pacific has the 
greatest counts in one category, the Southwest has the greatest diversity across all categories. This 
correlates with what we found in the mosaic plot. The Pacific Islands were seen to have a large subset of 
species that were specifically ‘endangered’ when looking at all species that had some type of 
conservation status. From looking at this heat map, we can see that this is likely a reflection of the high 
count of endangered vascular plant species. 

We further expanded on this by manually mapping co-occurrence among categories with an adjacency 
matrix, and creating a force directed graph in D3 to look at the connections. While this visualization 
wasn’t totally successful for this particular application, it did illustrate that there is high co-occurrence 
among categories in this set. 

There are many key takeaways that we gained from this heat map. To start, the bird and mammal 
categories have an endangered status for every single region. Also, the Southwest has seems to have the 
most variety of species with a conservation status. Given more time, it would be interesting to 
determine if more insights can be found by further drilling into the data, specifically by focusing in on 
these categories.  



 



VISUALIZATION #5 - STACKED BAR CHART (page 17) 

The goal of our fourth visualization was to explore the conservation status and the abundance of plants 
in the Southwestern parks. The other three visualizations were focused on the overall regions and here 
we wanted to drill into the actual Southwestern parks but still show how three categories of 
conservation status differed between the regions.  

After reviewing multiple exploratory charts, we created a heat map to show the distribution of species 
in the southwestern parks which showed how dominate the numbers of plants and birds were in this 
dataset.  After seeing those results, we created a visualization that clearly showed the plant abundance 
categories in the Southwestern parks. The stacked bar chart was able to show the distribution of 
abundance types in these parks. The colors showed the different categories and the legends appears to 
the upper right. The green really pops out across the southwestern parks and shows how all of these 
parks have a large number of uncommon plants. Also, we wanted to highlight how many of these 
species fall under the conservation status of endangered, species of concern or threatened.  

The design criteria we used here was to make a simple straight forward visualization that just showed 
the breakdown of the southwestern plant abundance by park.  The stacked bar chart was chosen since 
its does a good job of showing the distribution across the parks. The message to the right, hinted to the 
reader that a plant enthusiast would be able to find a large number of uncommon plants in these parks.  
We then put a small table in the bottom left corner to reinforce the point of how many of these plants 
are either endangered, threatened or species of concern.  



 



 

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION  
 

Over the course of this entire project, our story in what we wanted to show with our 
visualizations kept evolving. Many of our initial discoveries led us to a conclusion that the “West is King” 
simply based on the observation that most national parks were located in the western part of the U.S. 
and seemed to dominate in many categories in terms of animal species. While this is still certainly true 
of our dataset, the findings toward the end of the project shifted more towards the endangerment of 
species and the abundance of those species in the parks.  

Our first visualization is very much an introduction to all future vis and gives a good overview on 
the main characteristics of the regions and national parks we will focus on. Also, the map gives context 
to the Southwest region and why it dominates many categories. This is especially true when looking at 
our second visualization, or the sunburst. This vis begins to steer our story towards looking at the 
species data and helps introduce these species before we begin focusing on them in our final three 
visualizations. In the mosaic plot and in the heat map, we transition from looking at all species in our 
dataset to only focusing on those that were associated with a conservation status. A large part of the 
mission of the U.S. National Parks is towards conservation of our wildlife so the mosaic plot and heat 
map really help show which regions these efforts are most needed in. The main difference between 
these two is that the mosaic plot groups all species based on which conservation status they have and 
the heat map goes into more details as far as which specific species tend to be the most endangered or 
threatened. Finally, a consistent theme throughout our project was the dominance of the Southwest 
region so our final vis is a stacked bar chart that zooms in on this region and its abundance of plant 
species.  

 There are many different paths we could have taken with this specific dataset but it felt 
appropriate to focus on the biodiversity and species endangerment of our national parks. As most of our 
variables were categorical, we were slightly limited in the different types of analyses we could create 
but believe the five visualizations we’ve presented give a clear picture on a key story that came from our 
dataset. Additionally, these five visualizations are shown in a specific order to help guide the reader 
through our story as it moves from an overall level with the map to more specific details of our parks. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

APPENDIX A - CODE 
We also have multiple R script files of stuff from exploratory analysis, so let us know if you need to see 
that too.  We only included the code that affected the final 4 vis. 

Please note that these scripts may not run perfectly by themselves because we did a lot of reusing edited 
dataframes across our R script files.  Just let us know if you need examples of perfectly working code 
beginning with our original dataset files, and we can provide that. 

 

#SUNBURST 

# devtools::install_github("timelyportfolio/sunburstR") 

 

library(sunburstR) 

# read in sample visit-sequences.csv data provided in source 

# https://gist.github.com/kerryrodden/7090426#file-visit-sequences-csv 

sequences <- read.csv( 

  system.file("examples/visit-sequences.csv",package="sunburstR") 

  ,header=F 

  ,stringsAsFactors = FALSE 

) 

View(sequences) 

sunburst(sequences) 

 

# trying my own quick test with 5 rows of data 

test = read.csv("C:/Users/somer/Desktop/homework/csc465/Project/Datasets/SunburstTestR.csv", 

                header=F, 

                stringsAsFactors = FALSE) 

View(test) 

sunburst(test) 

 

# Now prepping our dataset for the sunburst chart 

library("ggplot2", lib.loc="C:/Program Files/R/R-3.4.3/library") 

library("stringr", lib.loc="C:/Program Files/R/R-3.4.3/library") 

library("reshape2", lib.loc="C:/Program Files/R/R-3.4.3/library") 

library("plyr", lib.loc="C:/Program Files/R/R-3.4.3/library") 

 

spreNew = read.csv("C:/Users/somer/Desktop/homework/csc465/Project/Datasets/spreNEW.csv", 
na.strings=c("", "NA")) 

 



 

 

#Shorten the Park Name for better readability in graphs 

spreNew$Simple.Name = gsub(" Of The Arctic", " (Artic)",  

                           gsub(" and Kings Canyons", "",  

                                gsub(" of the Gunnison", "",  

                                     gsub(" Mountains", "",  

                                          gsub(" National Park", "",  

                                               gsub(" National Park and Preserve", "",   

                                                    gsub(" - ", " ", species$Park.Name))))))) 

 

spreNew$Simple.Name = NULL 

spreNew$Fixed.Name = gsub(" - ", " ", spreNew$Park.Name) 

 

# get counts and setup data for sunburst use 

counts = aggregate(x = spreNew$Scientific.Name,  

                   by = list(Region = spreNew$Region, Category = spreNew$Category),  

                   FUN = length) 

View(counts) 

 

countsOrdered = counts[with(counts, order(counts$Region,counts$x)), ] 

#countsOrdered = counts[order(counts$Region,counts$ParkName,counts$x),] 

View(countsOrdered) 

 

countsOrdered$Merged = paste(countsOrdered$Region, countsOrdered$Category, sep="-") 

countsOrdered$Counts = countsOrdered$x 

View(countsOrdered) 

 

countsOrdered$Region <- NULL 

countsOrdered$ParkName <- NULL 

countsOrdered$Category <- NULL 

countsOrdered$x <- NULL 

View(countsOrdered) 

 

sunburst(countsOrdered) 

 

# now adding order and color to it 



 

legend_items <- unique(unlist(strsplit(countsOrdered$Merged, '-'))) 

cols <- RColorBrewer::brewer.pal(12,"Set3") 

 

colors2 <- list( 

  domain=legend_items, 

  # could just use the palette 

  #  but added an order to be more specific 

  
range=c('#4c78a9','#59a14f','#4e79a7','#f28e2b','#b6992d','#499894','#e15759','#d4a6c8','#d37295','#b
07aa1','#9d7660','#ffbe7d','#f1ce63','#a0cbe8','#8cd17d','#f48e13','#e35556','#74b8b3','#56a24b','#eec
a38','#b178a1','#ff9da5') 

) 

sunburst(countsOrdered, legendOrder=legend_items, colors=colors2, legend=list(w="200")) 

 

 

 

#MOSAIC PLOT 

install.packages("ggmosaic") 

install.packages("tidyverse") 

library("tidyverse") 

library("ggmosaic") 

 

# first working with test data to see how it works 

library("NHANES", lib.loc="~/R/win-library/3.4") 

head(NHANES, 10) 

ggplot(data = NHANES) + 

  geom_mosaic(aes(weight = Weight, x = product(SleepHrsNight), fill=factor(SleepHrsNight)), 
na.rm=TRUE) + 

  labs(x="Hours of sleep a night ", title='f(SleepHrsNight)') + guides(fill=guide_legend(title = 
"SleepHrsNight", reverse = TRUE)) 

 

# getting our data into the format needed to do this 

# I used Excel to create a Pivot Table of counts and saved as tab delimited text file 

m = read.delim("C:/Users/somer/Desktop/homework/csc465/Project/8regions/DataForMosaicPlot.txt", 
quote = "") 

View(m) 

#remove not needed entries 

m2=subset(m, Conservation.Status != 'None') 



 

# actual vis 

ggplot(data=m2) + 

  geom_mosaic(aes(weight=Freq, x=product(Region), fill=Conservation.Status)) +labs(x="", title='Title?') 
+ guides(fill=guide_legend(title = "Conservation Status", reverse = TRUE)) + 

  scale_fill_brewer(palette = "Spectral") + 

  scale_y_continuous("", expand = c(0, 0.005)) + 

  theme_light() + 

  theme(panel.border = element_blank()) + 

  theme(panel.grid.major = element_blank(), panel.grid.minor = element_blank()) + 

  theme(axis.title = element_text(size = 9, color = "#555555", lineheight=1.2, margin=margin(t=10))) + 

  theme(axis.title.x = element_text(margin = margin(t=10))) + 

  theme(axis.title.y=element_blank(), axis.text.y=element_blank(), axis.ticks.y=element_blank()) + 

  theme(axis.text = element_text(color = "#777777")) + 

  theme(axis.ticks.length = unit(0, "cm")) 

 

 

# CORRELATION - ENDANGERED BY REGION 

#fix NA to be included in this correlation 

spreCorr = spre 

spreCorr$Conservation.Status <- as.character(spreCorr$Conservation.Status)  

spreCorr$Conservation.Status[is.na(spreCorr$Conservation.Status)] <- "None" 

View(spreCorr) 

 

# get totals and play with the data to get it into the correct format 

test = aggregate(x = spreCorr$Conservation.Status,  

                 by = list(Region = spreCorr$Region, Conservation.Status = spreCorr$Conservation.Status),  

                 FUN = length) 

View(test) 

 

test2 = dcast(test, Region ~ Conservation.Status, fun.aggregate = sum,  

              na.rm = FALSE) 

View(test2) 

 

# save to a file - for whatever reason I couldn’t get it to work properly without doing this - and after 
searching google, this was the way to get around the error 

write.table(test2, file = 
"C:/Users/somer/Desktop/homework/csc465/Project/Datasets/ConservationByRegion.txt", 



 

      append = FALSE, sep = "\t") 

#  !!! manually fix the header for category names before proceeding!!! 

 

# read in the manually fixed data file 

catRegCons = 
read.delim("C:/Users/somer/Desktop/homework/csc465/Project/Datasets/ConservationByRegion.txt", 
row.names = 1) 

View(catRegCons) 

str(catRegCons) 

 

#run chi squared test with results 

rs1 = chisq.test(catRegCons); rs1 

 

#visualize the results 

corrplot(rs1$residuals, is.cor = FALSE) 

 

#CORRPLOT for Categorical Converted Variables  

library(corrplot) 

library(plyr) 

 

y<- data.frame(spreNEW$Region_Num, spreNEW$Abundance_Num) 

z<- data.frame(spreNEW$Region_Num, spreNEW$Abundance_Num, spreNEW$cons_status_num, 
spreNEW$Category_Plant_Animal, spreNEW$Nativeness_Num) 

 

corrplot(cor(z)) 

cor(z) 

 

cor(z, method = "pearson", use = "complete.obs") 

 
  



 

APPENDIX B - JOANNE ISSAC 
 

Contributions to the project: 
● Altered data set to serve in categorical exploratory analyses 

○ Changed categorical variables into numerical variables for correlation relationship 
analysis in R 

○ Converted the following fields into numerical values 
■ Region, abundance, conservation status, plant vs. animal, nativeness 

● Created various exploratory analyses in Tableau prior to choosing the story line with the group 
using the National Parks Data set 

○ Box plots 
○ Bar charts 
○ Bubble charts 
○ Symbol Maps 
○ Hierarchical Tree Maps 

● Participated in group chat meetings via Slack and gave feedback to the group where necessary 
● Helped grow the story “The West is King” by providing exploratory charts to analyze the regions 
● Along with the rest of the group, added different visualizations in the project deliverables, and 

presentation deck 
● Created outline for final presentation and organized the material we previously had to be 

incorporated into the final document 

  

What I learned about data visualization: 

This class was useful to me because of the introduction to Tableau and was also useful because it helped 
show how to create meaningful visualizations with the tool. I have a demand for Tableau competency at 
work, and this class helped me learn how to use the tool and gave me ideas for dashboards that I can 
use on the System Operations team I am part of at General Motors. Having to double the work not just 
in Tableau, but also using R was also a great lesson. R is very powerful and more useful in a data science 
position – so it was great to work with both of these tools. 

Through the class and final project, I felt I learned many ways to represent data in a very intuitive, 
meaningful and unorthodox matter. From the group project, I learned various techniques from my 
peers. The group was great to work with and had some very well thought out, original ideas to bring and 
incorporate into the final project. 

The data set we chose to use had mostly categorical data, which was a challenge to create meaningful 
visualizations that were not redundant. I felt this pushed me to think outside the box when it came to 
portraying the data, as we didn’t want to overlap ideas/thoughts and create more redundancy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

APPENDIX C - ALISON KORHAN 
My contributions to this project: 

- Served as group liaison and communicated group questions/concerns with professor during 
class 

- Cleaned dataset and updated columns to make it easier to use 
- Created exploratory charts to determine key themes from the dataset (including bar charts, 

hierarchical charts, and  first iteration of visualization #1 map)  
- Researched methods other people have used to explore similar data in the past and included 

these visualizations and write-up in PD2 
- Participated in all group meetings and provided suggestions to group members on visualizations 

and overall story direction 
- Created and finalized visualization #1 (U.S. map showing park locations by acreage and region) 

- Also created an iteration with color encoding percentage of endangered species in each 
park, which did not make final report 

- Created interactive radar plot visualization that compared each region to others based on five 
metrics: conservation, acreage, native species, plants, total species; did not make final report 

- Link to radar plot: http://biggerskykids.org/Region_RadarChart.html 
- Presentation: 

- Contributed to overall formatting of deck and added visualization #1 
- Finalized deck by narrowing down which visualizations would be presented 
- Presented deck to class and helped pass along class feedback to online group members 

- Final report: 
- Added visualization #1 (U.S. map) and corresponding write-up 
- Contributed to overall formatting and introduction text 
- Completed write-up for ‘Analysis & Discussion’ section 

Reflection on what I learned from this project and class: 

 As a previous visitor to many National Parks, I’ve always appreciated their commitment to 
protecting wildlife and participating in conservation efforts. The dataset that we selected provided a lot 
of detail in biodiversity of our national parks and how that biodiversity is being protected. Because of 
this, a majority of the variables we had to work with were categorical and limited the different types of 
visualizations we could create. One key takeaway from this project for me is that there are still a wide 
variety of visualizations that can be created, even with a significantly one-sided dataset (i.e. all 
categorical variables). Using the categorical variables to apply filters and group categories together 
allowed us to look at endangered species, nativeness of species in certain parks, and species 
classifications (i.e. only plants, birds, etc.). Additionally, grouping the parks into region buckets gave us 
the freedom to evaluate the parks on another metric instead of just individual parks. 

 I spent most of my time in the project working on visualization #1 and learning how to create a 
map visualization that also encoded another metric. We ended up using color in that visualization to 
encode the region breakouts but I also experimented with having color represent percentage of 
endangered species per park using a sequential scale. Just swapping one variable in creation of the 
visualization (Tableau in this example) completely altered the information the end-user would decode 
from the map. In creation of any visualization, it’s important to think about what the key takeaway 
should be from the graphic and if the information presented enhances the story you want to tell. 

 From the class as a whole, the key learning I will be taking away is how many different 
visualization types there are and how they all have their own advantages. Creating a polished final 
visualization takes a lot of time and effort in order to ensure that the end-user decodes the information 
accurately. When I look at data visualizations now, I’ve begun to try to think about if the creator was 
successful in accurately showing the information and if they selected the correct vis to do the job.  

http://biggerskykids.org/Region_RadarChart.html


 

APPENDIX D - JOE REINOSO 
 

My contributions to this project: 
- Created exploratory charts in order to find an interesting story in the two datasets.  Created 

various stacked bar charts, heat maps, added a normalization toggle, dashboard of multiple 
chats in order to tell a better story, cactus bar chart, and tree plots. 

- Attempted to normalize the data by adding a way to toggle the number of species by acreage in 
tableau but realized we needed the number of species by park and not the number of 
observations 

- Created a heat map to show the distribution of species in the southwestern parks that showed 
how dominate the plants and birds were in terms of the number of observations.   

- After seeing those results, I focused my attention on the abundance of plants in 
southwestern parks and how it relates to their conservation status. I wanted to highlight 
the abundance categories uncommon, rare, and occasional plant species. After showing 
how rare some of these plants were, I wanted to show how many of these species were 
either endangered, species of concern or threatened.  

- Participated in all group meetings, helped formulate our story, and provided feedback to other 
group members 

- Created visualization #5 (Plants in the southwestern parks) 
- Wanted to investigate either the animals or plants in more detail to show how dominate 

the southwestern region was when it came to rare and endangered plants 
- Presentation: 

- Presented deck to class  
- Took notes on the feedback and reported back to the rest of our team 

- Final report: 
- Added visualization #5 (Stacked Bar chart) and corresponding write-up 
- Contributed to overall story formation, introduction text and slide write ups. 

Reflection on what I learned from this project and class: 

The dataset our group decided to use was the biodiversity of species in the national park system.  This 
data included two separate files, that showed various parks, species, attributes and location of the 
parks. Given this was Categorical Data, it presented a number of challenges when thinking about 
visualizations we could use.  After a few iterations, it became clear that we wanted to tell the story 
about how the southwestern parks presented interesting data points when its came to abundance, 
nativeness, the numbers of species each had and the conversation status. At first, we struggled with 
how to tell this story since all of the parks varied in location, size (acreage) and demographics.  We 
didn’t want to show misleading statistics, so we had to use a few different visualization to tell our story.   
I thought it was great how this dataset was able to show how powerful techniques such as the Mosaic 
plot or Sunburst could be in presenting categorical data.  Also, I learned not to make a stacked bar chart 
too complicated.  I originally attempted to show the southwestern parks by plant nativeness and 
abundance in a single bar chart.  I tried to show the nativeness using a cactus vis. It was basically 
showing 3 categorical variables and one derived numerical one.  Getting all that on one plot was going 
to be to hard. Therefore, I decided to use one stacked bar charts but broke out another variable using a 
separate, smaller chart.  Another way this could have been show was a TreeMap, since this could be 
turned into a hierarchy. This class has given me a new appreciation for how effective visualizations are 
created and the effort that goes into even the smallest of details.   

 



 

APPENDIX E - LISA RUBINELLI 
What I did: 

- Found data set, researched what others had done with it on Kaggle 
- Initial explorations including bar graphs, stacked bar charts, treemaps, bubble charts, heat maps, 

cartograms 
- Explored bar charts of occurrence for different categories 
- Explored bar charts, stacked bar graphs of all categories of species among different levels of 

concern 
- Looked at paradoxes in the data through heavy filtering of the data set 
- Focused visualizations on categories among Concern Status 
- Participated in group chats and offered suggestions on improvements and overall direction 
- Presentation 

- Added vis 
- Writing and editing 

- Final Report 
- Worked on outline 
- Worked on Intro and Analysis 
- Vis #4 

 

What I found through my own data explorations: 
- Among plants and animals, the Southwest outranked other regions in terms of both acreage and 

biodiversity (number of records) 
- Alaska had the greatest acreage of separate National Parks overall, while the largest National 

Park is Death Valley in CA 
- “Species of concern” outranked other categories of status (i.e. Endangered, Extinct, In Recovery 

etc.) 
- “Birds” outranked other species categories among Species of Concern 
- The Pacific Islands’ Vascular Plant category was the single largest category by region among 

Endangered and In Recovery animals and plants 
- The Southwest had the greatest variety of species Endangered and In Recovery  
- Birds and mammals in general, across all categories, were widespread among all regions (not 

true for all categories) 
- The Peregrine Falcon (endangered) is found mostly in CA, also somewhat in Alaska 
- Bald Eagles are in Recovery across the United States, with a presence in almost every region 
-  

What I learned about data visualization/reflection: 
- Drilling down on the data sometimes reveals a paradox than is not apparent from looking at the 

bigger picture 
- Filtering a large data set can be very handy when trying to compare results or pick out 

anomalies 
- From working with this data set I learned about understanding when certain types of 

visualizations are useful and when they’re not 
- I learned how important is to properly label and title vis output 

 

 



 

APPENDIX F - SOMER WEICH 
Quick list of what I did: 

- Added region as a new variable 
- Helped clean the datasets and merged the two datasets together 
- Researched, selected, and added second set of regions 
- Created bar charts / small multiples / boxplots / treemaps / heat maps / contingency tables etc., 

looking for a story 
- Steered the initial story towards the West/Southwest having the “most” 
- Ran Chi Squared test and found significance 
- Tried to steer the story towards the Pacific Islands and Endangered being statistically significant 
- Created initial version of the Vis #1 - Map with regions as color and acreage as size of circle 
- Made suggestions for 2nd iteration of Vis #1  

- Noticed an issue with the sum of acreage; noticed issue with size of dots in Alaska 
- Created and maintained Vis #2 – Sunburst 
- Created and maintained Vis #3 - Mosaic Plot 
- Participated in all group meetings and shared ideas 
- Presentation 

- Created template and outline 
- Filled in slides on datasets and variables 
- Added visualizations and also added notes for presenters 

- Final Report 
- Helped finalize outline 
- Contributed text to Intro 
- Contributed text and visualizations to Exploratory Analysis 
- Contributed text and vis for Vis #2 and #3 
- Championed for Lisa’s Endangered heat map and Alison’s radar chart to be in our final 

report, because I really liked them 

Reflection: 
- We haven’t even scratched the surface of this dataset 
- Categorical data, while not glamorous, can still be statistically significantly and hold important 

information 
- Graphs suited to categorical data can actually be interesting and look great, and can, in some 

cases, be easier for a general audience to understand than a scatterplot 
- It’s easy to crank out random bar charts, but it isn’t easy to isolate a story worth telling, and 

then it is even more difficult to find a way to tell that story with professional looking 
visualizations 

- So I have a greater respect for those awesome looking/functioning visualizations we 
have seen as examples in class and from reading the textbooks 

- It is also easy to screw up your data!  In this class I “broke” our data in a few ways - through 
manipulation into another form, not understanding how the calculations in Tableau work, or 
just resizing things in Illustrator.  Luckily I caught my own issues (I think?), but it was a great 
lesson to see how easy it is to do this and to always be on the lookout for things that don’t add 
up 

- With 119K rows of data, it is hard to “look” through it to find any anomalies or issues, and I wish 
I was better skilled at looking for and recognizing things like that - I need to practice in this area 

- I started my Master’s degree with DePaul in the HCI program, but I find myself (after this class 
and HCI 512) being drawn to this data vis world - hopefully there are great jobs out there where 
I get to work with both UX and data vis 
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